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Soliton Green's functions at nonzero temperature are studied.

Considering various model examples we ahos» that the Oreen's

function pole position does not coincide generally speaking with

free energy of a soliton. We discuss, in particular, the Prolich

polaron and the t'Hooft-Polyakov monopole the Green's function

for which }S in general a poorly defined concept as it involves

an infinite imaginary part connected to the infinite total егояа

section of monopole scattering by electric charge.

The pole position of the Огееп'я function of the collective

ephaleron excitation in the eiashow-Weinberg-Salam model does not

as well coincide with the sphaleron free energy r ^ С 7/ ~ П&1, \i ~4r,

and contains the large imaginary contribuiicn, ^iT~(yy)
X
 *

connected with the sphaleron scattering by excrtation in the

medium.
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t
ref- - 24

Инсштут т«орст1<мской а »ксп*р»к«итап*рно* физики, 1 9 8 9



I. Motivation

The main reason which impelled me to perform the present

investigation were very interesting recent works where it was

found that at high temperatures (of order of the temperature 1^.

of phase transition with restoration of SU(2)xU(1) gauge inva-

riance or higher) there are fast processes i/ith the baryon charge

nonconservationL . This lead» to difficulties in explaining

the observable present baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

The physical picture of this phenomenon is the following,

At high temperatures sphalerons - the solutions of the classical

equations of motion in CWS theory which correspond to the local

extremum of energy but contain an unstable mode with *-«~ **

•v — Yll . I-•'-i- can be. spontaneously created in the medium.

Sphalerons have zero-energy f en? :m modes and in the process of

sphaleron creation and decay .' IF•>• * crossing effect may occur

which results in effective ov,: , / .• iepton transitions. The

probability of sphaleron creatj..... at nonzero temperature contains

the fiibbs exponential

The main reason inducing fast baryon nonconservation transitions

i3 the fact that at I * /c the exponent in the r.h.s. of eq.(1)

is not small (the exponential factor calculated in ref.l^j^oeg

not change the qualitative conclusion that baryon-nonconservation

processes are fast). And this in turn is due to the fact that

the ephaleron free energy falls down with increase of T an



(2)

(V7e assume 7"*» /t?,̂  ) and vanishes at / - 71 • Ию result

(2) can be easily obtained looking for the extremum of the effec

tive hamiltonian of GV/S theory at T j* 0 found in rofs.l- '•*:

(3)

One can eaoily see that the only influence of finite temperature

is renorwaliaing the scalar vacuum avernce: C7j- = L7 I 3- ~ T / /̂

where

= 2o (4)

is given byand the sphalcron free energy proportional to y

eq.(2).

In all further estimates we assume Q' — Q , Л' л.

Ona may, however, describe cphaleron transitions in alter-

native, kinetica1 laneuage. In foct, we deal with a resonance

process of the type

, И) (5)
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where ^Л ^ vv ^ •*--'̂  (see ref.
l J

) . In this case the

sphaleron is interpreted as a resonance with the mass ^ IM^/-sU ̂

and the width *~ W)^ . At finite temperature the initial,

finite and intermediate states of the process (5) should be under-

stood as collective excitations in the temperature medium. In

this paper our task is to find the pole position and to conpare

it with the free energy (2). V»'e say in advance that in this prob-

lem like in some other siiailar problems these two definitions of

temperature-dependent mass do not coincide.

In the next sections we disucss a number of model examples.

In Sec.2 we consider the Prolxch polaron at T / 0 and note that

in this case the polaron freo energy does not in the least coin-

cide with the pole position of the polaron Sreen'o function. In

Sec.3 we consider the heavy charged particle in the photon heat

bath. On the one-loop level the contribution to the- free energy

of the system connected with interaction of the particle with

photon bath coincides witJi the tonperature shift of the Green's

function pole in the main no:. • : : : v .: tic approximation. When

accounting for the relutiv-i •• •.-. •_. co.r:-. „ions л- 7~//Ч this

values are not the some anyi;,•..•.•• . 'n die two-loop level the Green's

function acqure an imaginary part whereas free energy 13 a real

quantity by definition. VYo discusa also a more realistic problem

of a hetivy charged particle in r<?lativistic plnsma end uhow that

In this case the I \ -loop imaginary part exceeds significantly

the one-loop contri.bi.it. ion determined efirli<?r.

In Sec.4 w.; у.пг-з on to consideration of the t'ilooft-Polyafcov

monopole and the ophaleron.
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By close analogy with the previously discussed problem, the

real part ot the temperature shift of the soli ton Green's funct-

ion calculated in the lowest nontrivial order of perturbation

theory coincide! with the temperature shift of the soliton free

energy. However, the Green's function involves also a large ima-

ginary part connected with the soliton scattering by excitations

of the medium. For sphaleron the imaginary part of the Green's

function pole I^Wi "5 i
e
 of order of ~- T /W^ which is

much larger than the real part shift Д ^ О ^ / IM*/

in the region T" "&> №w •

The monopole (in contrast to aphaleron)contains the power

quasi-Coulomb tail in gauge field dependence which leads to the

infinite total cross section of* monopole scattering by a charged

particle and as a consequence, to the infinite imaginary contri-

bution in the monopole Green's function.

In Sec.5 we discuss the results obtained and make some

final notes.

2. Polaron at Finite Temperature

The Frohlich polaron, i.e. the electron interacting with

long-wave optical phonona in a polar crystal is known as one of

the most simple and beautiful problems of solid state physics

where the methods of quantum field theory are much efficient and

the quantitative comparison of theoretical predictions with

Г6 7l
experiment is possible

1 M

polar crystal has the form

Г6 7]
experiment is possible

1
 . The hamiltonian of electron in



where z and p are the electron position and momentum, tfY) ie the

effective electron таяв withour account of its interaction with

long-wave modes, UXj, is the optical phonon frequency

(it i» aeeumed not to depend on the phonon momentum) and *•*•£ ,

Os£ are the operators of phoncn creation and annihilation,

t - £ ~ ^ convention is adopted. At T - О the polaron energy

ie the sum of the energy of the electron stripped of the long-

wave phonons and the polarization energy depending on the speci-

al distribution of the polarisation vector:

When the coupling constant оч is large, this distribution has a

complicated soliton-like fora. It is explained in the reviews

f 6-7?
L
 "how to find the total polaron energy and its effective mass

as a function of d using various field-theory methods (Pertur-

bation theory at smell ̂  * the path integral approach at

large cL ).

If the temperature of the crystal is nonzero the situation

is much less clear. Different generalizations of the concept of

the polaron energy for nonzero temperature have proven to

lead to different answers. Thus, at I "^ ^yt and ei*^ JL the
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polaron free energy (defined as the free energy of the hamilto-

nian (6) substract«d by the free energy of the free phonon gas

and the Iree energy of an isolated electron) haa the №3J

The term -«4l^Uin the r.h.s. of eq.(8) is dust the zero-

tempera+ure renormalization of the polaron energy due to elect-

ron-phonon interactions. The second term л» -et ТУ7 arises at

ncncero temperature due to renormalization of the polaron mass,

i.e. the coefficient at p in the polaron T • 0 dispersion law:

Really, the partition function of dressed polaron is

and we see inmediately that the free energy rl? — "

differs from the free energy of the bare electron by the value

(8). The terms *- Cr , ̂ p
9
 etc. in the dispersion law (9)

contribute in the higher orders of expansion of the free energy

on the parameter 77Ц»/, •

As for the temperature shift of the polaron Green's

function pole it 1з entirely different. In the lowest order in

оч. the temperature-dependent contribution зл the polaron

fireen's function is given by the graph of PigЛ where the
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crossed phonon line describes the contriDution of real phonon

excitations and contains the factor

(see, e.g. ref.L-'J). Thus the polaron Green's function pole

at Б =. Q is shifted by the value

(12)

(thie result was originally observed in a slightly different

language in the work'- •*). At T »O the values (8) and (12) coin-

cide but their temperature dependence differs drastically.

For the polaron itself the question is a bit academical as

neither of these values is viable to direct experimental measu-

rement. The best way to study the temperature dependence of

polaron properties is connected with the cyclotron resonance

experiment. It turns out however, that at T j* 0 the cyclotron

line width is always of the same order or larger thau the tempe-

rature shift of the resonance maximum, the latter being not con-

nected directly with the Green's function pole or with the coef-

— 2
ficient at p in the momentum dependence of the polaron

free energy. In other words, there is no universal conoept of

the polaron mass at T + 0^ '.

However, the mere fact that the soliton free energy and

the pole of the soli ton (Jreen's function are different concept

and their quantitative values can differ drastically has a

significant methodical importance. In each particular ease в
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special investigation is required to find out whether these

concepts are interchangable.

3. Heavy Charged Particle in Photon Bath

let us study one more model example after which we shell be

able to pass on to discussion of monopoles and sphalerons we

are interested in. Consider the charged apirleas particle with

the mass It interacting with the photon gas at temperature T. We

assume f <f^VL so that nonrelativistic expansion on the parameter

T/M is possible.
p

In the lowest order in e the temperature correction to the

Green's function of the heavy particle is given by the graph in

Fig.2* The graphs with temperature insertion in the scalar

particle line contains the exponential factor ~ €Yp (-fiIT)

and сад be ignored safely. The roost convenient gauge is A • 0

where the temperature correction to the photon propagator has

the form

IS thia gauge the graph in Fig.2a does not contribute at

all to the polarization operator. Really, at nonzero external

p this follows immediately from the transversal!ty of the propa-

gator (13) while at nonzero p the contribution of the Fig.2a

graph to the polarization operator is proportional to the integ-

ral



и

which vanishes after angular integration.

The contribution of the graph in Pig. 2b to Пшо) can

be easily calculated and is equal to

Vote that the ten^erature contribution to the one-loop

polarization operator can be presented in the form

where fi\( L) = ~2c is the ̂ ree aaplitude of_ the forward

coBq>ton scattering of the photon with oonenttiB К bj heavy

particle. . / . Later this observation is to be

intensively exploited.

Thus, on the one-loop level the dispersive equation for the

corresponding collective excitation is very eiaple»

(16)

And the temperature mass shift is
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(17)

Needless to say, the r.h.s. of eq.(16) contains the renormalized

not bare mass. One can be convinced easily that the dispersion

law for the heavy nonrelativistic charged fermion is given by

eq.(i6) too»

Let us find now the free energy of the heavy charged par-

ticle interacting with the photon heat bath. In the nonrelativis-

tic approximation the hamiltonian of the system is

(we substituted f\ I Xyby its plane wave expansion). Let us

write down the partition function of the hamiltonian (18) as

2 =

where /*j|0 / P •*
 i a

 t"
6
 eigenstate of the hamiltonian

with Y)' photons in the state with momentum КI and polarizat

ion f. ; p is the momentum of the heavy particle. The zero-

order energy of this eigenstate is

(we go отег froa the Integration over а к to the summation
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discrete modes by the rule jdlz./f27i) —s*y *2L- )

and £bt"j.n ил ie the energy shift of the

eigenstate due to perturbation

«4

She terms •"*- €. in Д с ^ л л л are determined by the first
. . ""if; г

term in H ' " in the second order of perturbstion theory

and the second term in the first order. In the main nonrelati-

vistic approximation the contribution due to the term -*- -&РЛ

ie suppressed, ~ / ftf , and we will mot consider it for a while-

Averaging the term ->- ̂ Д over the state (•( fl,'}°

ire get

**ад = ̂ п.* fe £ Цй^^м^/

Ща see that the energy shift of the eigenstate \AV
t
T Pj>

combined of two parts.

She first part is independent of the occupation numbezs
1
 ^

andis interpreted naturally as the renormalization of the

heavy particle energy at T « 0. This value contains a square

divergent sum over U. which corresponds to the square divergence

in the graph o£ Pig.2b type where the photon propagator at zero

temperature ia inserted. If we cut the sum arbitrarily at tUl *-M

the energy of «11 the states is shifted by the value «- e M .

naturally, this shift appears in the free energy of interaction
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F wMch is defined in the seme m y as in the polaron case «s

the free energy of the hatniltonian (16) subtracted by the free

energy of the homiltonian (18) where interaction is switched off.

The second part in &fcj^ u к depends on the occupation

numbers |1j and is interpreted aa the sum of photon frequency

shifts produced by their interaction with the heavy particle

Ш
The corresponding contribution in F is given by the

dL e
2
, J

which coincides with the contribution of the graph of Pig.2b in

the temperature shift of the pole o~ the Green's function (cf.

eQ»(17)) The total calculated contribution in p
i n
* i»

« «

where tho first term is the mass renorraalization at T • 0

(which is, generally speaking, divergent).

Consider now relativistic corrections. For that sake one

should account for the second perturbative correction due to the

term *- £ O/\ m Hin*
 а п

д
 a
i

s o
 the first order correction due to

the terms /*--6 /f*AT*end л О Д in the full relativistic
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The result of t!ie accurate calculation is that the expres-

sion (24) is multiplied by the factor 1-3 Т/И- Mote that the

first term in the r.h.s. of eq.(14) multiplied by this factor

yields the contribution *fe Г in f which is much larger

than € 7~ /l2M even without account of the divergence at hand.

The origin of this contribution is the same as the origin of the

contribution s~ «i / in expression (18) for the polaron free

energy and is due to the zero-temperature mass renormalization.

Thus, in this problem just as in the poleron problem the

temperature dependence P (T) differs susbtantially from the

temperature dependence of the Green1s function pole position*

Hote, however, that at T<S£ И the agreement can be achieved if

redefining arbitrary P
i n
 as the difference of the free energy

the full namiltonian and free energy of the hamiltonian

where И is the renorraalizcd mas*? tmd t:.e interaction is thus

partially accounted for. However, relativietic corrections

r-€T I /ft2" to P1"1 which are absent in the Green's

function pole shift brock down this agreement too.

Let ua discuss now two-loop contributions in the polarization

operator of a heavy particle. At p - О there is л single essen-

tial graph depicted in ?i£.3. We shall see that on the two-loop

level a new qualitative effect appears - the polarization opera-
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tor acquires an imaginary part and the Green's function pole is

shifted away from the real axis end becomes complex. Really, the

imaginary part of the graph of Fig.3 cornea from the integration

region where all three intermediate lines are on rains shell. At

I t 0 this i3 permitted kino^aticnlly aa the prescription (3)

allows the values Д
о
 and Q

u
 to be negative (note tlie differen-

ce with Ф • 0 Cutkovsky rules where U
9
 and <^

s
 are

necessarily positive). Physically, the imaginary part h-*\ П<сГ о)

we are going to estimate is connected not with the decay but with

the scattering of a heavy particle by real quanta of the medium.

Thus, we have

n(e, c) ~ «r f #" - Ч г - f ̂  •

(at T « M the last term in the argument of * -function in the

integrand may be neglected). Ilenco the Green's function pole

acquires Rn imaginary contribution

It i3 naturally interpreted as the inverse free path time of the

particle in the photon medium: Jjv? G *~ "J "- И (Г ̂ Г' (<2vW у

where n is the typical photon density and <7" is the typical

cross, section. The reel part of the graph of Pig.3 i3 of tlie aamc

order aa the imaginary part.

Ilote that the .shift (27) exceeds (by a large factor -
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.

the term <•£, of the expansion of the square root j /^ f <2* I / 6

in the r.h.3. of eq.(16). In other v/ords, the two-loop contribut

ion is Biore important than the iteration of the one-loop contri-

bution*

It is clear that on the two-loop level it is rather point-

less to compare the complex shift oi" the Green's function pole

and the real Ъу definition value F i n
 •

If we consider a more realistic case when the heat bath

includes not only photons but also light charged particles (thi3

is in fact just the problem of heavy quark in оцагк-£1иол plasma

considered in ref. *- •*) the disagreement is even neve drastic.

In thia case the imaginary part of the Green's function pole

J\i/\ Jo *•' G'l') is detemiined not by the Compton cross section

(f s*. &^/M^ ^
u
* ̂ У ̂

e c r o s a
 section of Coulomb scattering

by light charged particlcu (tLe correcpoiKling contribution in

the Green's function is depicted in Fig.4). Form/illy, thia cross

section is infinite due to divergence at small transferred яюлел-
_ the dijtervjence / — / _ "7"

ta q . But reallyVis cut off at ! t? [ •^ € / due to Debye

screening of Coulomb field of zh? heavy particle. Аз a result

the typical cross section La

a a d
 7.uC> - Т*СГ, ^еГТ Uf. ref.L'̂ ) which

exceeds the one-loop shift (17) by a factor ~ Ц/Т and has no

correspondence in the free energy approach.

Note tiiat energy losses of a heavy particle moving through

relativintic plasma are determined not by the total cross section
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connected with the imaginary part of the Green's function but

by the transport cross aection vl.^ "*- £**'&i d /7 •

4. Monopole and Sphaleron Creep's Functions at T i» 0.

Now we are in a position to discuss the problem of monopoles

and sphalerons in heat bath which we are interested in* Let us

consider 3phalerons first» At I • 0 the ephaleron solution has

the forraP-'

КК ft -
(29b)

where ^ =. 0 \J \f "• W\
 я
 \f and -fVb) ss l\(o\ -= 4?

С f<y*&\ д. А /«-^) ~ А_ up to exponentially small *v £"*

terms. At special infinity this solution is just a gauge trans-

formed vacuum. Thus, the sphaleron presents a compact formation

of the size -л, [V) without the power quasi-

Coulomb tail . characteristic of monopoie solution*

The main difficulty is that we cannot give a strict defini-

tion of the Green*з function of sphaleron as a quantum object

since we are not aware of the simple operator which creates

spkaleron out of the vacuum with a considerable residue. How-

ever, the sphaleron Green's function at T i* 0 can be defined

phenomenologically if studying the processes of sphaleron

scattering ty real quanta of the nedium. Define the quasi-one-

locp sphaleron polarization operator making use of the analog
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of the representation (15) which corresponds to the рдепотепо-

logical graphs of Pig.5. The task is now to find the elastic

amplitude of forward scattering of W-bosons and Higgs-particles

with energy ̂  7* v> № ^
 Ь
У sphaleron. Or, which хз the зале, the

elastic amplitude of zero-angle scattering of the particle oa

the external sphaleron field.

In concrete calculation the uei of the unitary gauge jjivolv-

ing a single Higgs and 3.3 » 9 W-boson quantum degrees of free-

dom would be most explicit physically. The physical quanta scat-

ter by the classical field which falls off exponentially at

special infinity (though singular at X = ( 2 ) and is obtained

from the solution (29) by the relations

K'* to - им с я, Ю
+
f

where Ц(у] = &tf>J{ - UE (Xf)/irjf - i X 77fc However,
technically more convenient is the use of the "semiphyaical"

gauge Д
о
 =- Q involving 3.2-6 vector and 4 scalar degrees

of freedom, naturally, the physical values such as the position

of Green's function pole is independent of the gauge choice.

i In the first order in external field the scattering ampli-

V tudes are given by the graphs of Fig.6. One can easily see,

{- however, that for the forward scattering ( 4^ •» О ) the contri-

Э bution of these graphs is zero. Really, the a =, Q Fourier
w.>.' /i

which turns to zero due to spher ical symmetry of the solution

component of the fieldA?^*" ia just



(29a). 18

In the second order in the external field the iniplitudes

«re given by the graphs of Pigs.7,8 where the graphs in Fig. 7

describe the scattering by the classical scalar field (2?b) while

the graph? In Pig.8 describe the scattering by the classical

gauge field (29a).

Consider first the graphs of Fig.7. «7c immediately see that

the graphs of Pic»7a,b involve the contribution

as a factor. One can be convinced that in the caue

the graphs of Pig.7c doe3 not contribute at all at

and the graphs of Fig.7d involves the structure -^

which is Independent of q and also results in the fuetor

(31) in the corresponding amplitude.

The integral in eq.(ЗЧ) diverges at special infinity. The

f
origin of this divergence is quite clear beinc connected with j

inaccurate definition of the interaction vertex we have used \
r

implicitly. E.g. for the «f-ocattering In the ophaleron field

w* have in fact chooen the vertex in the form i

\

i

whereas the real vertex ia obtained from cq.(3^) by aubtract1п
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the term О~\^ А., /К / Z which describes the W -шазэ generat-

ion due to Higgs condensate. After accounting for this fact the

elastic amplitudes of zero-angle scattering of vector and scalar

quanta in the external scalar sphaleron field (the scattering b/

the cla33ienl gauge field is to be considered s. bit later) prove

to be finite

A
r
 ~ "

ТГ
3 ^и л i. - т Г

 J
 (33а)

where Qc — XL "C «3/4. Paaaing on to the diraensionless ampli-

tudes of particle scattering by sphaleron ffi ' which coin-

cide with the amplitudes (33) multiplied by the factor

and substituting them into expression

O4)

which is quite similar to eq.(15) v/ith the only difference that

now we have two kinds of scatters/ particles (the factors at the

integrals are just the numbers of vector and scalar decrees of

freedom in the gauge A » 0) we finally get

л
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At №„/*•<•I
<г
 Tthe shift of the pole position

1

following from eq.(35) coincides with the sphaleron energy

shift in the first ordsr of perturbation theory over the tempera-

ture-dependent term in the effective hamiltonian (3), the infini-

te energy shift of vacuum у — '*( ±Jbeing subtracted (remind

that we have set 0 - С fsr simplicity). This shift coinci-

des with the first term of the expansion on / / 7 of the

r.h.s. of eq.(2):

Comparing eq.(36) and (eq.37) end taking into account eq.(4)

we are led to «n interesting relation

(38a)

As fcr ao we know, this relation was mentioned first in ref.

L ̂  . In refs. *• J where temperature correction to the free

energy of monopoles, Abrikosov strings and walls, was calculated

the fulfillment of relations of this kind wan overlooked. For

the monopole of Ceorgi-Clashow model the analogous relation

holds:
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(the scalar field potential energy is normalized at Д » ^ \f ~O/)

The elementary derivation of relations (38) is given in the

Appendix*

Substituting eq.(38a) into eq.(35) and solving the disper-

sive equation we finally get

Essentially, we could obtain nothing else. Calculating

the graphs of Fig.7 and sutstituing them into integral (34) we

reproduced in fact the calculation of the scalar fields effecti-

ve potential in the real time technique >-
 J
 in the gauge f\o ~

 (
-
/
 •

Up to now we did not consider the graphs of Fig.8 describing

the scattering by sphaleron gauge field. At first signt this may

appear quite justified au these graphs seemingly correspond to

the effective potential of vector fields which is known to be of

order of/v-fl /Q/ / / V where IOf•*- [V\^/±s the charac-
Vi7 19?

teristic external field momentum (see, e.g., refs.
 L
 '

 J1
 ) and

its contribution i3 suppressed "-IfawfT • We shall see how-

ever, that this line of reasoning is not justified liere.

Consider the graphs of Fig.8a,b describing the scattering

of an energetic scalar particle by the sphaleron external gauge

field* The scattering amplitude has the structure

The sphaleron field of eq.(29a." is transverse, i.e.
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'xrl

Substituting eq.(41) into eq.(40) and performing angular integ-

ration we are convinced that real part of the amplitude Jrr ̂

is suppressed by the factor ifylcLaf 'If'zLos "~"}w 'I compared to

^ . and )ff
 д
 , indeed. Large contributions in K. € Зл ф

cancel out in spite of the presence of the singularity in the

integrand at 2*
Д л
 — О. • The cancellation is due to

the remarkable relation

t

e
im
 {• Щк^1 =о. №)

However, the amplitude (40) involves also the large

imaginary part . It can be estimated ее

which is ie much larger than eqs. (33) by a factor /"- / /fy)^

Multiplying eq. (43) by 2 M ? and substituting it into

eq. (34) we arrive at the estimate 3*w fj f ~- ~J /[V^
2
 • M f

and hence

which is much larger than the result (3&) obtained earlier. The

origin of thi» imaginary part can be traced back with an ease.
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It is due to the inelastic scattering of the sphaleron by

excitations of the medium and coincides with the estimate

чй ** "tat

^»и uw -
1
- W 0" used in the previous section. In this case the

excitation density is f) ̂  T while <f ^ u/jiT
2

which is just the square of the characteristic sphaleron size

(the cross section does not involve an additional smallness as

the small constant 4 of interaction of a real particle with

external field is compensated by the large values of the field

r\ ' '
N
" ' % )• ̂

a e
 analogous results can be obtained

calculating the graphs of Fig.8c,d which describe the scattering

of vector particles by the sphaleron gauge field.

Seemingly, we have come at the paradox - the large imaginary

amplitude (43) should imply the correspondingly large imaginary

contribution in the effective potential of static vector fields

which is absent as we know.

This Gontracttction is solved in ti*e following way. In fact,

the real time technique involves two kinds of fields - physical

fields and ghost fields—this is the essence of the Keldysh diag-

ram technique
 Q r t h e r a o

..
f i e l d

 dynamics L
2
2-23J

 # I n t h l e t e c h
_

nique all Green's functions are 2x2 matrices. One may be convin-

ced that the component f] _ of the transverse vector fields

polarization operator does involve the large iaaginery contri-

bution
 л
' I Q^T / I Cil

c
L f which comes from the graph of

Fig.9. However, the similar large imaginary contribution appears

П
12

in the off-diagonal coaponenta '' T * Zh**
e
 l«rge contri-
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butions cancel out in the most of physical quantities such аз

the disperaive law for collective vector excitation*. Howe-rex,

in the case under consideration «* well as in аоше other cases

this large imaginary contribution proves to Ъе essential (it

is П which contribute to the graph c.C Fig.4 describing

two-loop contribution in the Green's function of the heavy char-

ged particle in relativistic plasma). As for the effective poten-

tial which determines the sphaleron free energy, it is connected

with Euclidean single-component Green's functions and vector

fields. The Euclidean vector Green's function does not coincide

with i>" of real tine technique and, in particular, does not

Involve a large imaginary part.

We have restricted ourselves by considering the scattering

graphs in the second order in the external field, Note, however,

that thin problem does not involve a small parameter (see discus-

sion after eq.(44)) and the ocettering graphs with larger number

of external field insertion; may be equally important. It is

quite probable that higher order graphs yield large contribut-

ion of order of eq.(44) в]яо in the real part. At any rate one

thing is clear: the pole position of the Sphaleron Creen's

function does not coincide with the sphaleron free energy of
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eq.(2)
 m)
 .

For monopole the disagreement is evert more drastic. The

monopole solution (in contrast to sphaleron) involves a power

quasi-Coulomb tail end the total cross section of the magnetic

monopole scattering by an electrically charged particle is infi-

nite. In contrast to the problem of heavy charged particle in

relativistic plasma discusaed at the end of the previous section

where such a divergence was cut uve. to Debye screening no зегееп- s

ing is present in this case as abelian magnetic field is not s

screened in plasma. Thus, the aonopole Green's function involves

тп infinite imaginary part.

5. Discussion •

Thus, our wish to try to describe aphaleron transitions in

the kinetic language has not been met,Even the starting point of

kinetic description - the Green's function of collective sphale-

ron excitation — proved to have no direct relation to the spnale-

ron free energy which is the value determining the aphaleron

creation probability.

Indeed, the amplitude of a particular process like that of

eq.(5) involves the sphaleron Green's function but the total

' An attentive reader may recollect thct in the previous section

we found large corrections to the free energy of the heavy char-

ged particle in the photon heni bath connected with the zero tem-

perature mass renormalization and may wonder if such a correction

is important in the sphaleron case» She answer is no. Seally, the

quantum correction to the aphaleron mass is of order of №*/•

Multiplied by the relativistic factor T/II^Cef. discussion after

«q.O5)) it yields the correction to the sphaleron free energy

"-%
X
T which is much less than the contribution (37) calculated

•arlier. In the caa* of heavy charged, particla this correction

wa* in contrast much graatar than, tha corresponding on«~lcop '
contribution of «q

a
(17 )•

i
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probability of baryon nonconserving transitions depends on all

the poaeible ргосеввев. There are enormous number of channels find

the teak of resummation of corresponding amplitudes does not

вее.т; to be realistic.

The fact that the aoliton Creen's function at T Ф 0 is not

en especially physical concept is most clearly illustrated by

i-aginary
the monopole example. Its Green's function has an inf:niteYpart

whereas the physically measurable quantities such as ionization

iooeee (in thie case not ionization but Landau damping losses)

of the mononole moving through the medium are quite finite

In conclusion I would like to point to one more unsolved

question in tne bubject of uphaleron transitions which now seems

to me rnuch more important th«n the question of possibility of

fcinetical description of these transitions studied in this paper.

This ie the quention of the influence of fermiona on the transit-

ion probability.

In tht* геаяоп-ing baaeri upon the level crossing picture

which leadfl to lcr^« poosibilJty of proc^naes with Л ft ;£ О
f у * "i

(lie, e.g. r̂ ffl.' -end roTorrncen th^r^in) the moat important

premise ia snaealeaanese of fermion (only Jiice-' induced пиве which

is of order of or much lean thaji the * таяв in allowed). How-

ever in the temperature medium fermioria are not maaalene in

fact «a the spectrum of quark excitations acquire a gap of order

of J?j / where 9$- i« the atrong interaction constant. At

~f~ <• T this dynamically acquired тала ia much larger than

thi characteristic sphalsron inverse size •"- VM^ .

V* cannot exclude that it may lead to thu exponantial
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suppression «* &?{>("%з I '%Jo£ the probability of transitions

with && Ф 0 eo that Д & ^ С processes are much slower

fl-21

than it was suggested in refs.
u
 » Certainly, no definite state

ment can be made at the present level of understanding. An accu-

rate and if possible exhaustive study of this question is highly

desirable,

I am deeply indebted to V.V.Lebedev, K.C.Selivanov and SUE»

Shaposhnikov for very useful discussions.

Appendix

I present here an elementary derivation of relations i38)

.re.

which was kindly communicatedme by K.C»Selivanov. At 1 • 0 the

sphaleron mass is

Consider the field configuration obtained from the solution

(29) by the scale transformation

~~J. X;

The energy of this configuration is

3
 * (A.3)
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The sphaleron configuration realizes the minimus of energy in

a given topological class so that d C(~4.)/*)*X ~U which implies

On the other hand

due to equations of motion. Substituting eqs.lA.4) and (A.5)

into eq.(A. 1) we get

(1.6)

Q.K.D. The relation (38b) in obtained just in the same way.
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Figure*

Pig.1« Temperature correction to polaron Green's function.

Crossed dotted line corresponds to real phonon.

a) b)

Pig.2. One-loop temperature contribution in the Green's function

of heavy charge in photon bath.

Fig.3. Two-loop temperature contribution in the Green's function

of heavy charge in photon bath.
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Pig.4. Two-loop temperature contribution in the Green's function

of heavy charge in relativistic plesina.

-ч+

Pi£>5. Temperature cofltribution in tin,- pboncj/.cnolocicnl Grot-n'a

function of spheleron.

ASfh
A

к

b >

F.i.C.6. Panvsrd ecettering by t>»e a;>he2oron field in tiie fir«1

order.
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У ^
1
 ip^i

л
-Y V P
/F \

a) b) c) d)

Pig.7. Ponvard scatterimg of scalar particles by the ephaleron

field in the second order.

A * A^

tf\r h V

ъ) с) d)

Pig.8. Forward scattering of vector particles by the aphaleron

field i.i the second order.

Pig.9. The graph which gives 1агг,е imaginary contribution into

11
 r
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